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NELS 53 – University of Göttingen – January 12-14, 2023 
2-1-3 Orders in Dutch Verb Clusters 

Peter Ackema (University of Edinburgh) and Ad Neeleman (UCL) 
 

Wat Philosophe soude dese soo wonderbaerlijcke, soo on-aennemelijcke dingen durven hebben voorstellen? 
‘What philosopher would have dared to propose these highly miraculous, highly implausible things?’ 
(Erasmus, Paraphrasis, ofte Verklaringh over 't Nieuwe Testament onses Heeren Jesu Christi. Translation 
by Ellert de Veer, 1660) 
 

1. An unexpected order in Dutch verb clusters 
The West Germanic OV languages have verb clusters (Bech 1955, Evers 1975): auxiliaries, modals and 
certain other verbs form a unit with the verb that they select, as illustrated in the Dutch examples in (1). 
 

(1) a. Mooi       dat  ik dit   nog [heb   kunnen meemaken]! 
  beautiful that I   this yet    have  can        experience 
  ‘Great that I could still experience this!’ 
 b. Ik denk dat   ze  het [kan hebben meegemaakt], want ze   was al          20 in 1968. 
  I   think that she it     can  have      experienced     as     she was already 20 in 1968 
  ‘I think she may have experienced it, as she was already 20 in 1968.’ 
 

Despite substantial variation in the order of the verbs that make up a cluster, one generalization has emerged: 
2-1-3 clusters (where verb n selects verb n+1) are rare, if they exist at all (Abels 2016, Wurmbrand 2017).  
 Complication: the ‘third construction’ permits 2-1-3 order (Den Besten and Rutten 1989). But this 
construction is unlikely to involve involve cluster formation. (i) Verb 2 independently allows for 
extraposition of its clausal complement. (ii) There is no Infinitivus-Pro-Participio (IPP) effect (which is 
systematic in standard Dutch verb clusters). 
 

(2) a. Vreemd dat   hij dit   beweerd     heeft te begrijpen. 
  strange  that he  this claim.PPLE has    to understand 
  ‘Strange that he claimed to understand this.’ 
 b. Vreemd dat   hij beweerd            heeft [dit te begrijpen]. 
  strange  that he  this claim.PPLE has    to understand 
 c. *Vreemd dat   hij dit   beweren  heeft te begrijpen. 
    strange  that he  this claim.INF has    to understand 
 

(3)  *Mooi       dat  ik dit  nog heb   gekund   meemaken! 
    beautiful that I   this yet  have can.PPLE experience 
 

Salzmann (2019) argues that Swiss German allows 2-1-3 order, but the relevant construction could possibly 
be analyzed as involving extraposition of verb 3 to a lower position than other extraposition operations; see 
Ackema and Neeleman 2022). Thus, it may be possible to maintain that the 2-1-3 order is not found with 
core verb cluster elements such as modals and auxiliaries. 
 The absence of 2-1-3 orders in genuine verb clusters is challenged by the Dutch construction in (4b). 
The order in (4b) is not an instance of the third construction, as modals do not allow extraposition of their 
verbal complement. Moreover, (4b) shows the IPP effect. 
 

(4) a. Mooi       om dit   te hebben kunnen meemaken! 
  beautiful for  this to have      can        experience 
  ‘Great to have been able to experience this!’ 
 b. Mooi       om dit   te kunnen hebben meemaken! 
  beautiful for  this to can        have      experience 
  ‘Great to have been able to experience this!’ 
 

(5)  *Mooi       om <te hebben> gekund/kunnen <te hebben> [dit  mee (te) maken]. 
    beautiful for    to have       can.PPLE/can.INF to have.       this PRT   to  make 
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Structures like (4b) are robustly attested on Google (see (6)) (Attested examples are marked by underlining 
of the example number; sources at the end of the handout; unless noted, attested examples are acceptable in 
our Dutch as well). 
 

(6) a. Mooi       om het resultaat te kunnen hebben zien in de  voorstelling […]. 
  beautiful  for the result      to can        have      see   in the performance  
  ‘Great to have been able to see the result in the show.’ 
 b. Wij [...] zijn heel dankbaar jullie proces   van   zo dichtbij te mogen hebben zien. 
  we         are  very grateful   your  process from so near      to  may     have    see 
  ‘We are very grateful to have been allowed to see your process from so close up.’ 
 c. Na    zoveel   onzin       aan te moeten hebben horen ben ik maar snel 
  after so.much nonsense on   to must      have      hear    am I   but    quickly 
  overgestapt naar Vodafone. 
  switched      to    Vodafone 
  ‘After having been forced to listen to so much nonsense, I quickly switched to 

Vodafone.’ 
 d. In ieder geval wil    ik niet de  indruk        wekken dat   te willen hebben doen. 
  in every case  want I   not  the impression give       that to want   have      do 
  ‘In any case, I don’t want to give the impression to have wanted to do that.’ 
 e. Iemand   beweert daar  ooit  zes mensen te zien hebben dansen. 
  someone claims   there once six people   to see   have     dance 
  ‘Someone claims that they once saw six people dance there.’ 
 f. Daarna      kwam nog de  1000 meter waar   we Joost al          vaker  
  there.after came  still the 1000 metre where we Joost already more.often 
  hele mooie      dingen op zien hebben doen. 
  very beautiful things   on see   have     do 
  ‘After that came the 1000 metres, in which we have seen Joost do great things often 

before.’ 
 g. Na    vele   jaren  nooit hulp te durven hebben vragen, heb  ik nu   een paar 
  after many years never help to dare      have      ask        have I  now a    couple 
  verzoeken. 
  requests 
  ‘After many years of not having had the courage to ask for help, I now have a couple 

of requests.’ 
 h. Er      zijn gewoon een aantal    reclamemakers geweest die   er      een spotje 
  there are  simply   a     number advert.makers   been      who there a     commercial 
  van durven hebben maken. 
  of    dare     have     make 
  ‘There have simply been a number of adpeople who dared to make a commercial based 

on it.’ 
 

We are aware of one comment in the literature that highlights the existence of the structure, namely by 
Koopman (2018:56), who gives the following example: 
 

(7)  zonder  dat   boek te kunnen hebben lezen 
  without that book to can        have       read 
  ‘without having been able to read that book’ 
 

There are lexical restrictions on the 2-1-3 order. In our Dutch, verb 1 must be hebben ‘have’ (but see below). 
There appears to be variation among speakers regarding verb 2. In our Dutch, verb 2 can be a modal, durven 
‘dare’ or zien ‘see’. However, there are attested examples with additional verbs (e.g horen ‘hear’ and leren 
‘learn’). The only verb raiser that (so far) is not attested as verb 2 in a 2-1-3 cluster is voelen ‘feel’. 
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(8) a. Inmiddels  zullen de  meeste voetballiefhebbers de  term “UVVA” 
  meanwhile will     the most    football.lovers       the term   UVVA  
  voorbij horen hebben komen. 
  past     hear   have     come 
  ‘In the meantime, most football lovers will have heard the term “UVVA” being 

mentioned.’ 
 b. Marc, onze vriendelijke zuiderbuur               die  we  leren hebben kennen  
  Marc  our   friendly       southern.neighbour that we  learn have      know 
  tijdens SSC-1 
   during SSC-1 
  ‘Marc, our friendly southern neighbour, who we have got to know during SSC-1’ 
 

2. Not as simple as 1-2-3 
Four arguments suggest that the apparent 2-1-3 clusters in section 1 cannot be analyzed as 1-2-3 clusters. 
 

(i) IPP occurs when a perfect auxiliary selects a verb cluster rather than a single verb. In examples like (4b), 
(6) and (7), IPP occurs:  
 

(9) a. Mooi       om dit   te kunnen hebben meemaken! 
  beautiful for  this to can.INF have.INF      experience.INF 
 b. *Mooi       om dit   <te> gekund  <te> hebben meemaken! 
    beautiful for  this to can.PPLE to have.INF     experience.INF 
 

If the relevant clusters had 1-2-3 order, with the perfect auxiliary as verb 2, verb 3 should surface as a past 
participle. This is not possible without a shift in meaning, and sometimes it is not possible at all (see below). 
 

(ii) All the examples in (4b) to (7) permit a reading in which the perfect auxiliary scopes over the initial verb 
in the cluster. The alternative reading in which the initial verb scopes over the perfect auxiliary is hard to 
access, if grammatical at all. (6a), for example, expresses that the speaker thinks it is great that they have 
been able to see the result (on a par with (10)). 
 

(10)  Mooi       om het resultaat te hebben kunnen zien in de  voorstelling […]. 
  beautiful for  the result     to have      can        see   in the performance  
  ‘Great to have been able to see the result in the show.’ 
 

Readings in which the modal takes wide scope are peculiar. In (6a), the speaker would express happiness at 
the fact that they are capable of having seen the result, or at the fact that it is possible that they have seen the 
result. Note, moreover, that clusters in which the modal does scope over the perfect auxiliary do not show 
the IPP effect. 
 

(11)  De getuige werd geacht        het ongeval vlak na     zijn dubbele staaroperatie 
  the witness was  considered the accident just  after his  double   cataract.operation 
  niet te kunnen hebben gezien. 
  not  to can        have      seen 

  ‘It was thought not to be possible for the witness to have seen the accident after his 
double-cataract operation.’ 

 

In (6e), someone makes the claim to have seen something (namely six people dancing), on a par with (12a). 
(6e) cannot express that someone makes the claim to see an event that has already ended. Indeed, a 1-2-3 
cluster in which the perception verb selects a perfective auxiliary is ungrammatical (see (12b)). 
 

(12) a. Iemand  beweert daar  ooit   zes mensen te hebben zien dansen. 
  somone  claims   there once six  people   to have     see   dance 
  ‘Someone claims that they once saw six people dance there.’ 
 b. *Iemand   beweert daar  ooit  zes mensen te zien hebben gedanst. 
     someone claims   there once six people   to see   have     danced 
 

(iii) It is possible to elide the highest verb in a verb cluster under identity with the highest verb in a preceding 
cluster (see (13)). Remarkably, hebben, even if it is the middle verb in a cluster of the type under discussion, 
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can act as antecedent for ellipsis of the highest verb in a subsequent cluster, suggesting that it is verb 1 (see 
(14)). 
 

(13) a. dat  we als medewerkers vrachtwagens moeten kunnen besturen  
  that we as  employees     trucks              must      can      drive 
  en   van   tijd  tot tijd   ook  moeten willen repareren 
  and from time to  time also must      want    repair 
  ‘that, as employees, we must be able to drive, and occasionally also be willing to 

repair, trucks. 
 b. *dat  we als medewerkers vrachtwagens zullen  moeten besturen  
    that we as  employees      trucks             will      must      drive 
  en   van   tijd  tot tijd  ook moeten kunnen repareren 
  and from time to time also must     can        repair 
  Intended: ‘that, as employees, we will have to drive, and must occasionally also be 

willing to repair, trucks. 
 

(14) a. Dat  we dit   nog hebben kunnen meemaken en   zelfs hebben mogen        filmen! 
  that we  this yet   have      can        experience and even  have      be.allowed film 
  ‘That we have been able to experience this and even have been allowed to film it!’ 
 b. Dat we dit   nog kunnen hebben meemaken en   zelfs hebben mogen       filmen! 
  that we this yet   can        have      experience and even  have      be.allowed film 
  

(15)  Dat ik dit  nog heb  kunnen meemaken en   zelfs heb  mogen        filmen/ 
  that I  this yet  have can        experience  and even have be.allowed film 
  #mag            filmen/*kan mogen       filmen! 
    am.allowed film/       can be.allowed film 
 

(iv) In (16a), the first conjunct contains a 1-2-3 verb cluster; in the second conjunct dat can take the 2-3 
subcluster kunnen dansen ‘can dance’ as its antecedent. The same reading is available in (16b), even though 
hebben ‘have’ intervenes between kunnen ‘can’ and dansen ‘dance’. 
 

(16) a. Het is frustrerend om nooit te hebben kunnen dansen en   dat  wel te willen. 
  it    is  frustrating for never to have      can        dance   and that yet  to want 
  ‘It is frustrating to never have been able to dance while wanting to be able to dance.’ 
 b. Het is frustrerend om nooit te kunnen hebben dansen en  dat   wel te willen. 
  it    is  frustrating for never to can        have      dance   and that yet  to want 
  ‘It is frustrating to never have been able to dance while wanting to be able to dance.’ 
 

Note that a pronoun cannot refer to the combination of 1 and 3 in a 1-2-3 cluster. Thus, dat in (17) cannot 
take moeten lijden as its antecedent. 
 

(17)  #Het is heel erg om iemand   te moeten zien lijden als je    dat  zelf ook hebt. 
    it    is very bad to  someone to must     see   suffer  if   you that self also has 
   ‘It is very bad to have to see someone suffer if you yourself have had to suffer.’ 
 

We conclude that the examples in (4b), (6) and (7) contain genuine 2-1-3 clusters. 
 

3. 2-1-3 through post-syntactic inversion 
We now argue that the 2-1-3 is derived through a postsyntactic inversion rule. Throughout, we compare the 
1-2-3/2-1-3 alternation with the alternation between 1-2-3 and 3-1-2 order, with verb 3 a participle: 
 

(18) a. dat   Jan   op dat  feestje wel weer   zal  hebben gedanst 
  that John on that party   well again will have     danced 
  ‘that John will no doubt have danced again at that party’ 
 b. dat   Jan   op dat  feestje wel weer   gedanst zal  hebben 
  that John on that party   well again danced  will have 
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In contrast to the 2-1-3 order, the 3-1-2 order is generated in syntax. In Ackema and Neeleman 2022, we 
develop a base-generation analysis of clusters. In such an analysis, verbs can project a category that inherits 
selectional properties from their complement. A 3-1-2 cluster is generated if a 1-2 cluster inherits verb 2’s 
selectional requirement for verb 3, as in (19b). 
 

(19) a.         V    b.      V 
                 wo                                       wo 
  V1(__Inf)           V    V3         V(__Pple) 
                                 wo                                       wo 
          V2(__Pple)   V3        V1(__Inf)            V2(__Pple) 
 

On the assumption that dislocation as in (19b) must be leftward, this mechanism cannot derive 2-1-3 clusters 
(see also Abels 2016 and Medeiros 2018). In (20), merger of V1 and V3 is not licensed, since V3 is not 
selected by V1. Moreover, V2’s selectional requirement cannot be satisfied by V3, as the sister of V2 is a 
projection of V1. 
 

(20)          V 
        wo 
  V2(__Pple)          V(__Inf) 
           wo 
         V1(__Inf)              V3 
 

If 2-1-3 clusters cannot be base-generated, either verb 2 moves to the left edge of the cluster, or there is a 
process that inverts verbs 1 and 2 post-syntactically. 
 

(21)  X Vn Vn+1 Y  Þ  X Vn+1 Vn Y (optional)   
  iff (i) Vn and Vn+1 are part of the same verb cluster,  
  (ii) Vn = HAVE, and (iii) Vn+1 Î {CAN, SEE, WANT, …} 
 

Similar analyses have been proposed for phenomena such as second-position clitics and the placement of 
coordinators like que ‘and’ in Latin and aber ‘but’ in German (Halpern 1995, King 1996, Embick and Noyer 
2001, Büring and Hartmann 2015, Weisser 2020). 
 

Several properties of 2-1-3 clusters support an account in terms of post-syntactic inversion: 
 

(i) If the 2-1-3 order is derived by post-syntactic inversion, it is correctly predicted not to have any 
interpretive effects. By contrast, if verb 2 moved leftward across verb 1, semantic or informational-structural 
effects are expected. The movement cannot be head movement (which is typically semantically inert), as it 
would violate the Head Movement Constraint.  This leaves phrasal movement, which as a rule does have 
interpretive effects. 
 

(ii) Verbs 1 and 2 must be adjacent pre- and post-inversion. In 1-2-3 clusters, a particle can shift leftward (in 
syntax), surfacing to the left of any of verb (Bennis 1992, Evers 2003, Abels 2016). However, when the 
verbs appear in 2-1-3 order, the particle cannot surface between verbs 2 and 1: 
 

(22) a. Dat   ze    zoveel   onzin       hebben moeten aanhoren! 
  that  they so.much nonsense have     must       PRT.hear 
  ‘That they have had to listen to so much nonsense!’ 
 b. Dat   ze    zoveel   onzin       hebben aan moeten horen! 
  that  they so.much nonsense have      PRT must     hear 
 c. Dat   ze    zoveel   onzin       aan hebben moeten horen! 
  that  they so.much nonsense PRT  have     must      hear 
 

(23) a.  Dat  ze    zoveel   onzin       moeten  hebben aanhoren! 
  that they so.much nonsense must       have      PRT.hear 
  ‘That they have had to listen to so much nonsense!’ 
 b. ?*Dat  ze   zoveel    onzin       moeten aan hebben horen! 
      that they so.much nonsense must      PRT have      hear 
 c. Dat  ze    zoveel   onzin       aan moeten hebben horen! 
  that they so.much nonsense PRT  must      have     hear 
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This follows from rule (21): given that the particle intervenes between hebben and moeten in the structure 
underlying (23b), the input for the rule is not met. 
 The adjacency requirement can also be illustrated with four-verb clusters in which hebben is verb 1. In 
(24), it is possible to invert hebben with the verb to its immediate right. However, it is not possible to invert 
hebben and zien across kunnen, even though zien also permits inversion. 
 

(24) a. Leuk dat  we hem hebben kunnen zien dansen. 
  nice  that we him  have      can        see   dance 
  ‘It’s nice that we have been able to see him dance’ 
 b. Leuk dat we hem kunnen hebben zien dansen. 
  nice  that we him can        have      see   dance 
 c. *Leuk dat we hem zien kunnen hebben dansen / kunnen zien hebben dansen. 
    nice  that we him see   can        have dance           can        see   have      dance 
 

It is not clear that a syntactic account can capture this adjacency effect. There is no such effect in the 
derivation of 3-1-2 clusters, for example. ‘Participial fronting’ can cross an arbitrary number of verbs: 
 

(25)  Ik denk dat  ze  het boek tegen    die   tijd  wel  gelezen zal  moeten hebben. 
  I  think that she the book against that time well read      will can        have 
  ‘I think that by that time she must have read the book.’ 
 

(iii) Further support for post-syntactic inversion comes from the fact that the rule deriving 2-1-3 clusters is 
subject to lexical restrictions. In our Dutch, verb 1 must be hebben. Most strikingly, we do not allow 
inversion of the other perfect auxiliary in Dutch, zijn ‘be’: 
 

(26)  a. Na    te zijn gaan kijken weten we zeker dat  er  niets     aan de hand  is. 
  after to be   go      look     know  we sure   that er nothing on  the hand is 
  ‘After having gone to look, we know for sure that nothing is the matter.’ 
 b. *Na   te gaan zijn kijken weten we zeker dat  er niets     aan de  hand is. 
   after to go     be    look     know  we sure   that er nothing on the hand is 
 c. Ik geloof  dat   de  buren          toen zijn komen eten. 
  I   believe that the neighbours then  are come    eat 
  ‘I believe the neighbours came for dinner at the time.’    
 d. *Ik geloof  dat   de buren           toen komen zijn eten. 
    I   believe that the neighbours then come    are  eat 
 

Other verb raisers that act as verb 1 do not allow inversion either: 
 

(27) a. De successvolle kandidaat zal  goed moeten kunnen communiceren. 
  the successful    candidate will good must      can        communicate 
  ‘The successful candidate will have to be able to communicate well.’ 
 b. *De succesvolle kandidaat zal   goed kunnen moeten communiceren. 
    the successful   candidate will good can        must      communicate 
 

(28) a. Om haar te kunnen zien zingen moet je   een duur         kaartje kopen. 
  for  her   to can        see   sing     must you a    expensive ticket   buy 
  ‘You have to buy an expensive ticket to be able to see her sing.’ 
 b. *Om haar te zien kunnen zingen moet je   een duur         kaartje kopen. 
    for  her   to see  can       sing       must you a    expensive ticket   buy 
 

These restrictions are different in other varieties of Dutch. We have found two examples that show inversion 
with zijn (both are ungrammatical for us). 
 

(29) a. na    een dagje vol  klusjes, inkopen   en   naar de  voetbal  te gaan zijn kijken 
  after a    day    full jobs       shopping and at     the football to go     be    watch  
  ‘After a day full of small jobs, shopping and having gone watch the football’  
 b. Mocht hij bij    je   aan komen zijn lopen […] dan  horen we het graag. 
  may     he with you on   come    be    walk          then hear   we it   please. 
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Hoekstra and Taanman (1996) give the example in (30) from Zaans Dutch. Here, there is inversion between 
a modal verb kenne ‘can’ and the perception verb hoore ‘hear’. As mentioned, equivalent examples are 
ungrammatical in our Dutch (see (28)). 
 

(30)  Maar aârs          had je    ok    wel ’n speld  hoore kenne vallen. 
  but    otherwise had you also well a needle hear   can     fall 
  ‘but otherwise you would surely have been able to hear a pin drop’ 
 

The fact that the rule is subject to lexical restrictions again points to it being post-syntactic. Other post-
syntactic inversion rules are also restricted to specific lexical elements, such as aber ‘but’ in German and 
que ‘and’ in Latin. Syntactic verb movement, on the other hand, typically affects all verbs (or all verbs in a 
particular class), rather than specific lexical items. The rule that derives 3-1-2 clusters, for example, is not 
subject to lexical restrictions: 
 

(31) a. Ik hoop dat  die   wet tegen    die  tijd  zal   zijn ingevoerd. 
  I  hope  that that law against that time will be    introduced 
  ‘I hope that by that time that law will have been introduced.’ 
 b. Ik hoop dat  die   wet tegen   die   tijd   ingevoerd zal  zijn. 
  I  hope  that that law against that time introduced will be 
 

(32) a. Ik hoop dat  die  wet tegen    die   tijd  zal  worden ingevoerd. 
  I  hope  that that law against that time will become introduced 
  ‘I hope that by that time that law will be introduced.’ 
 b. Ik hoop dat  die   wet tegen    die  tijd   ingevoerd zal  worden. 
  I  hope  that that law against that time introduced will be 
 

It seems to us that a postsyntactic derivation of the 2-1-3 pattern is more likely to be correct. 
 

4. Morphological restrictions on inversion    
There are peculiar morphological restrictions on 2-1-3 clusters. (i) Verb 1 must have the form hebben ‘have’, 
which is the infinitive or the present tense plural form of the auxiliary; no other inflectional form is permitted: 
 

(33) a. Ik geloof  dat   ze  heeft kunnen zingen. 
  I   believe that she has    can      sing 
  ‘I think that she has been able to sing.’ 
 b. *Ik geloof  dat   ze  kunnen heeft zingen. 
    I   believe that she can        has    sing     
 

(34) a. de  reclamemakers die   zo’n     spotje          hadden durven maken 
  the advert.makers   who such.a commercial had        dare     make 
  ‘the adpeople who dared make such a commercial’ 
 b. *de  reclamemakers die   zo’n     spotje          durven hadden maken 
    the  advert.makers  who such.a commercial dare      had       make 
 

(ii) In most cases, verb 2 must also end in en. For modal verbs, there is an additional possibility: they can 
show up as uninflected forms, normally used as finite present tense singular forms: 
 

(35) a. Dit  is één van de   beste ervaringen  geweest die  ik ooit  mag hebben meemaken. 
  this is one of    the best  experiences  been      that I   ever may have      experience 
  ‘This has been one of the best experiences that I may ever have had.’ 
 b. Zo kun je    jezelf     voorstellen hoe het centrum van de  handel in  
  so  can you yourself imagine      how the centre    of   the trade   in 
  de  Gouden Eeuw eruit        moet hebben zien. 
  the Golden Age     there.out must  have     see 
  ‘So you can imagine what the centre of trade must have looked like during the Golden 

Age.’ 
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 c. Bijwerkingen die   de patient kan hebben ontwikkelen tijdens chemotherapie 
  side.effects     that the patient can have      develop         during chemotherapy 
  ‘Side effects that the patient may have developed during chemotherapy’ 
 d. Maar de belevenissen van de  BNNers werden allemaal zo aanstekelijk 
  but    the experiences  of   the BNNers  were     all          so  vividly 
  in beeld    gebracht dat ik het nu    ook een keer wil    hebben meemaken. 
  in picture brought  that I  it    now also a    time want have     experience 
  ‘But the experiences of the BNN-ers were portrayed so vividly that I have wanted to 

experience it as well.’ 
 

We summarize the restrictions on the forms of the verbs in (36). 
 

(36)  In a 2-1-3 cluster, verb 1 has the form hebben and verb 2 either has a form identical 
to its infinitive or is a present tense modal verb without an inflectional ending.  

 

Note that in finite 2-1-3 clusters, verb 2 still does not behave like the syntactically highest verb, as shown by 
the fact that it cannot undergo V2. Of course, there is no problem with verb 1 in a 1-2-3 cluster undergoing 
V2. Application of rule (21) does not block V2 altogether: in a four-verb cluster, verb 1 can undergo V2, 
while verbs 2 and 3 undergo inversion (see example (8a) above). 
 

(37) a. Tijdens de  SSC-1 hebben we Marc, onze vriendelijke  
  during  the SSC-1 have      we Marc   our   friendly  
  zuiderbuur,              leren kennen. 
  southern.neighbour learn know 
  ‘We have got to know Marc, our friendly southern neighbour, during SSC-1.’ 
 b.  *Tijdens de SSC-1 leren we Marc, onze vriendelijke 
     during the SSC-1 learn we Marc  our   friendly 
  zuiderbuur,           hebben kennen. 
  southern.neighbour have     know 
 

(38) a. Wij zijn erg   blij  dat  we het een maand mogen hebben meemaken. 
  we  are  very glad that we it   a     month  may     have      experience 
  ‘We are very happy that we have been able to experience it for a month.’ 
 b. *We mogen het een maand hebben meemaken. 
    we  may      it    a    month  have      experience 
 

(39)  *Ik mag deze ervaring     gelukkig hebben meemaken.  
    I   may this   experience luckily     have     experience 
 

(40)  *Het centrum van de  handel moet er      in de  Gouden Eeuw zo uit  hebben zien. 
    the centre    of    the trade    must there in the Golden Age     so out have     see 
 

The restrictions in (36) are unique to 2-1-3 clusters. In other clusters that allow word order alternations, the 
morphology of the verbs involved is not affected: 
 

(41) a. Ik denk dat   je    dit   boek mischien zal/zult        hebben  gelezen. 
  I   think that you this book maybe     will/will.2SG have.INF read.PPLE 
 b. Ik denk dat   je    het  boek misschien gelezen     zal/zult        hebben. 
  I   think that you this book maybe       read.pple will/will.2SG have.inf  
 

How can we make sense of the restrictions in (36)? In the morphosyntactic structure of a finite verb, V 
combines with a T-node, a π-node and a #-node. Some non-finite verbs also have a T-node (participles are 
an example). Infinitives, however, are bare verbs (see below). In spell-out, the morphosyntactic structure is 
associated with a morphophonological skeleton that provides positions in which phonological forms can be 
inserted. In the relevant examples, this skeleton consists of a slot for a verb stem followed by a slot for 
inflection (STEM-IS). Example: werkten ‘work-PAST-PL’. 
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(42)           V 
                   wo 
              V            #:Pl 
           wo 
          V           π:2 
    wo 
  V                T:Past 
 

All person features are neutralized in the plural and the past through the impoverishment rules in (43). The 
remaining information is realized in the skeleton STEM-IS through the spell-out rules in (44): 
 

(43) a. [1],[2],[3] ® Æ / __ V [Pl]    (44)   a.   WORK ⇔ werk 
 b. [1],[2],[3] ® Æ / __ V [Past]             b.   Past ⇔ te 
                  c.   Pl ⇔ en 
(45)  [stem werk]+[is te en] 
 

Other verb forms result from similar spell-out rules, except for the infinitive, which is a default form. The 
infinitive appears when the verb is not accompanied by inflectional nodes in morphosyntax. We implement 
this as in (46) (where (46a) is a postsyntactic rule that applies whenever its structural description is met). 
 

(46)  a.  V ® VINF iff (i) V is the top node in the representation of a verb and (ii) V has no 
inflectional features 

 b.  IS ® en / __ VINF 
 

All 2-1-3 clusters are derived from a 1-2-3 cluster (by the rule in (21)). Hence, we should first establish the 
distribution of features in the underlying cluster. The most straightforward case is when the entire cluster is 
non-finite: 
 

(47)              V 
    qp 
  HAVEINF                  V 
               qp 
                 DARE-[T Perf]                  V 
 

For reasons not altogether clear to us, realization of [Perf] in a cluster like (37) is problematic in standard 
Dutch (Lange 1981, Schmid 2005, Zwart 2007, Hinterhölzl 2009, Van Craenenbroeck 2019, a.o.). The 
solution consists of the deletion of T in verb 2, after which (46a) applies. Thus, (48) is the basis for inversion. 
 

(48)            V 
    qp 
  HAVEINF      V 
               qp 
         DAREINF                           V 
 

If we apply (21) to this structure, the output is as in (49). Note that verb 1 and verb 2 have literally swapped 
positions. The inflectional slots of both verbs in this structure are spelled out through rule (46b). 
 

(49)            V 
    qp 
  DAREINF        V 
               qp 
          HAVEINF                          V 
 

Finite clusters are more complicated. The basis for inversion now takes the form of the 1-2-3 cluster in (50), 
where x, y and z are variables over feature values. 
 

 (50)                      V 
       qp 
  HAVE-[T x]-[π y]-[# z]      V 
                  qp 
             DAREINF                          V 
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We assume that (21) inverts plain V-nodes, stranding any inflectional structure present above the finite 
auxiliary. Therefore, the output of (21) when applied to (50) is (51). In (51), HAVE is not dominated by 
inflectional structure and will therefore be marked as infinitival (as indicated). This explains why in all 
grammatical 2-1-3 clusters, whether finite or not, the auxiliary shows up as hebben. 
 

(51)       V 
        qp 
  DAREINF-[T x]-[π y]-[# z]  V 
                   qp 
               HAVEINF                         V 
 

The spell-out of ‘dare’ is more involved. This verb was marked as infinitival before inversion. Hence, there 
are two independent demands on the form of its inflectional slot. (i) INF-marking triggers rule (46b), which 
says the inflectional slot must exhaustively contain en. (ii) The features in the T-π-# nodes must be realized 
through the appropriate spell-out rules. 
 The situation can be compared to other cases in which a single element must realize two conflicting 
feature sets. One pattern is that the result is ungrammatical unless the forms that realize the two feature sets 
are homophonous. Example 1: free relatives in German (Grimshaw 1977, Bresnan and Grimshaw 1978, 
Groos and Van Riemsdijk 1981). 
 

(52) a. Ich nehme *wer         /*wen         einen guten Eindruck    macht. 
  I    take       who.NOM/   who.ACC a        good  impression makes 
  ‘I take who makes a good impression.’ 
 b. Ich esse was                    im      Kühlschrank liegt. 
  I     eat   what.NOM=ACC in.the fridge            lies 
  ‘I eat what is in the fridge.’ 
 

Example 2: the go get construction (Zwicky 1969, Carden and Pesetsky 1977, Pullum 1990, Bjorkman 2016). 
 

(53) a. Every morning I go buy a coffee. 
 b. *Every morning he go(es) buy(s) a coffee.  
 

(54) a. *Jacob has come buy/bought a paper every day this week. 
 b. %Jacob has come shut the door. 
 

Bjorkman argues that the syntax generates an output in which go and verb 2 carry a feature [DIR] (which 
elsewhere marks imperatives) as well as the feature set appropriate to the syntactic context. Only if these 
impose identical formal requirements is spell-out possible.  
 2-1-3 verb clusters, too, are grammatical when the feature specification of verb 2 after inversion gives 
rise to a form homophonous to its infinitive, i.e when the ‘inherited’ inflection is the present tense plural: 
 

(55)     V 
        qp 
  DAREINF-[T ]-[π ]-[# Pl]     V 
                   qp 
              HAVEINF                          V 
 

[Pl] is spelled out through (44c). There is no spell-out rule for present tense or unspecified person nodes. 
Hence, the inflectional slot must contain en. This is compatible with what (46b) requires, namely that the 
inflectional slot is exhaustively realized as en. Thus, examples like (6h), repeated as (56), are ruled in.  
 

(56)  Er      zijn […] een aantal   reclamemakers geweest die   er     een spotje 
  there are          a    number advert.makers  been      who there a    commercial 
  van durven hebben maken. 
  of    dare      have      make 
  ‘There have been some adpeople who dared to make a commercial based on it.’ 
 

In the singular, inversion is impossible. The third person feature in the verb in first position must be realized 
as t, while the infinitival marking on this verb requires that the inflectional slot is realized as en. (For the 
similar reasons, ‘dare’ cannot surface as a past tense form or as a first- or second-person form) 
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(57)  *Er      is een reclamemaker geweest die   er     een spotje 
    there is a     advert.makers been      who there a    commercial 
  van durven/durft hebben maken. 
  of   dare       dares have      make 
  ‘There has been an adperson who dared to make a commercial based on it.’ 
 

(58) a.     V     b.   3 ⇔ t 
         qp 
  DAREINF-[T ]-[π 3]-[# ]      V 
                           qp 
                     HAVEINF                           V 
 

Finite 2-1-3 clusters can occur in present singular contexts if verb 2 is a bare modal. Why? Besides 
homophony, conflicting formal requirements do not give rise to ungrammaticality if realization is suppressed 
altogether. Take gapping. As a rule, if a disjunctive subject triggers different verb forms, the result is 
marginal or ungrammatical (Haeseryn et al. 2019, Broekhuis and Corver 2019). When the agreeing verb is 
elided, however, this marginality disappears: 
 

(59) a. %Ik of jij   logeer/logeert       bij oma. 
     I   or you stay.1SG/stay.2SG at  granny 
     ‘I or you stay at granny’s.’ 
 b. *Ik   of   jullie  logeer/logeren      bij oma. 
    I or you.PL      stay.1SG/stay.2SG at granny 
  ‘I or you (plural) stay at granny’s.’ 
 

(60) a. Carla logeert bij tante Mien en   ik of jij ÆV  bij oma. 
  Carla stays   at  aunt  Mien and I   or you      at  granny 
  ‘Carla stays at aunt Mien’s and I or you at granny’s.’ 
 b. Carla  logeert bij tante  Mien en   ik of jullie  ÆV bij oma. 
  Carla stays     at  aunt  Mien and I   or you.PL       at  granny 
  ‘Carla stays at aunt Mien’s and I or you(plural) at granny’s.’ 
 

It is striking that modals have a form lacking agreement in contexts that normally require it:  
 
 

(61)   Singular Plural Infinitive  Past 
participle 

Present 
participle 

 1 kan kunnen    
 2 kan/kunt kunnen kunnen gekund kunnend 
 3 kan kunnen    

 

We propose a variant of the account in Ackema and Neeleman (2013, 2018). The inflectional slot is 
obligatorily deleted in first- and third-person modals, and optionally deleted in the second person. This has 
two consequences. (i) The features in the verb can no longer be realized. (ii) A stem allomorph is chosen 
that reflects the absence of an inflectional slot. 
 

(62) a. IS ® Æ / __  MODAL[1] (obligatory)  (63)   a.   CAN ⇔ kan 
 b.  IS ® Æ / __ MODAL[2] (optional)             b.   CAN ⇔ kun / __ IS 
 c. IS ® Æ / __ MODAL[3] (obligatory) 
 

The rules in (62) apply after the impoverishment rule that neutralizes person in the plural (rule (43a)). Hence, 
they will not be triggered in the plural. When the rules in (62) apply in the singular, the result is a bare modal 
(without an inflectional slot), realized with the kan allomorph. 
 It follows that kan can occur in inverted 2-1-3 clusters. If the inflectional slot is deleted, there can be 
no effect of conflicting requirements on how this slot should be realized: 
 

(64)  bijwerkingen die   de  patient kan hebben ontwikkelen tijdens chemotherapie 
  side.effects     that the patient can have      develop          during chemotherapy 
  ‘side effects that the patient may have developed during chemotherapy’ 
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(65) a.                V (underlying cluster) 
             qp 
  HAVE-[T ]-[π 3]-[# ]           V 
                            qp 
                        CAN                               V 
 

 b.                 V (rule (46a) applies to CAN) 
              qp 
  HAVE-[T ]-[π 3]-[# ]            V 
                             qp 
                         CANINF                           V 
 

 c.                     V (inversion rule (21) applies) 
              qp 
  CANINF -[T ]-[π 3]-[# ]         V 
                             qp 
                       HAVE                               V 
 

 d.                 V (rule (46a) applies to HAVE) 
              qp 
  CANINF -[T ]-[π 3]-[# ]         V 
                             qp 
                       HAVEINF                           V 
 

 e.                  V (association with skeletons at spell-out) 
           qp 
  CANINF -[T ]-[π 3]-[# ]          V 
                              qp 
                        HAVEINF                           V 
 

  STEM-IS STEM-IS          STEM-IS 
 

 f.                  V (rule (62c) applies) 
           qp 
  CANINF -[T ]-[π 3]-[# ]          V 
                              qp 
                        HAVEINF                           V 
 

  STEM  STEM-IS          STEM-IS 
 

CAN is realized as kan by rule (63a), while HAVE-ISINF is realized as the infinitival form hebben. 
 Deletion of the inflectional slot is is optional in the second-person singular. If a modal appears as verb 
2 in a 2-1-3 cluster and (62b) applies, a morphological conflict is avoided. If (62b) does not apply, the modal 
surfaces with an inflectional slot. Since the second-person form kunt is not identical to the infinitival form 
kunnen, an unresolvable morphological conflict occurs, as in (66). Note that kunt can be used as verb 1 in a 
1-2-3 cluster, as in (67). 
 

(66)  bijwerkingen die  je     kan/*kunt   hebben ontwikkelen tijdens chemotherapie 
  side.effects     that you can/can.2SG have      develop          during chemotherapy 
  ‘side effects that you may have developed during chemotherapy’ 
 

(67)  Ik hoop dat  je    die    boeken tegen     die  tijd  kan/kunt     hebben gelezen. 
  I hope   that you those books   against that time can/can.2SG have      read 
  ‘I hope that it will be possible for you to have read those books by that time.’ 
 

In the past tense, all person features are neutralized. Therefore, the rules in (62) are not triggered, and the 
inflectional slot on the modal survives. Hence, the verb form should be compatible with both its infinitival 
specification and with the past tense specification of the verbal node hosting the modal. Since the past tense 
and infinitival forms of modals are not homophonous the structure is ruled out: 
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(68)  *bijwerkingen die   de  patient kon    hebben ontwikkelen tijdens chemotherapie 
    side.effects     that the patient could have      develop          during chemotherapy 
    ‘side effects that the patient could have developed during chemotherapy’ 
 

None of the morphological restrictions found in 2-1-3 clusters have a counterpart in other alternate orders. 
The 3-1-2 order, for example, does not impose any morphological restrictions beyond those of its 1-2-3 
counterpart. For example, while verb 1 must have the form of an infinitive in the 2-1-3 order, it can be a 
standard finite verb in the 3-1-2 order: 
 

(69)  dat   je   op dat  feestje wel  weer   gedanst zult        hebben 
  that you on that party   well again danced   will.2SG have 
  ‘that you will no doubt have danced again at that party’ 
 

5. The blocking effect of focus 
There is a final restriction on inversion. If either verb 1 or verb 2 is contrastively focused, the 2-1-3 option 
is severely degraded. Other alternations do not affect what can be in focus. 
 

(70) a. Hij kan het wel HEBBEN willen doen, maar hij zou      het niet MOETEN willen doen. 
  he  can it    yet  have       want   do,     but    he  should it    not must       want   do 
  ‘It is possible that he HAS wanted to do it, but he SHOULD not want to do it.’ 
 b. *Hij kan het wel willen HEBBEN doen, maar hij zou      het niet MOETEN willen doen. 
    he  can it    yet  want   have       do,     but    he  should it   not  must       want   do 
 

(71) a. Ik zou    het wel hebben WILLEN doen, maar ik zou     het niet hebben DURVEN doen. 
  I  would it    yet have       want      do      but   I   would it   not    have    dare       do 
  ‘I would have WANTED to do it, but I would not have DARED to do it.’ 
 b. *Ik zou    het wel WILLEN hebben doen, maar ik zou     het niet hebben DURVEN doen. 
    I  would it    yet  want      have      do      but    I   would it   not  have     dare       do 
 c. ??Ik zou    het wel WILLEN hebben doen, maar ik zou     het niet DURVEN hebben doen. 
     I   would it   yet  want      have      do     but    I  would it    not dare       have     do 
 

(72) a. Ik weet  dat  hij dit  boek KAN hebben gelezen, maar ik vraag me af 
  I   know that he this book can  have      read       but    I   ask    me PRT 
   of hij het daadwerkelijk gelezen   HEEFT. 
  if  he  it   actually           read        has 
  ‘I know that he MAY have read the book, but I wonder if he actually DID read it.’ 
 b. Ik weet  dat  hij dit  boek gelezen KAN hebben, maar ik vraag me af 
  I   know that he this book read.     can  have       but    I   ask    me PRT 
   of hij het daadwerkelijk gelezen   HEEFT. 
  if  he  it   actually           read        has 
 

(73) a. Ik denk dat   Karel dit  boek wel zal  hebben GELEZEN, maar ik vraag me af 
  I   think that Karel this book yet  will have      read         but    I   ask    me PRT 
   of hij het BEGREPEN   heeft. 
  if  he  it   understood has 
  ‘I think that Karel may have READ the book, but I wonder if he has UNDERSTOOD it.’ 
 b. Ik denk dat   Karel dit  boek wel GELEZEN zal  hebben, maar ik vraag me af 
  I   think that Karel this book yet  read         will have       but    I   ask    me PRT 
   of hij het BEGREPEN   heeft. 
   if  he  it   understood has 
 

Why should focus on verb 1 or verb 2 block inversion?  
 Focus is a relational notion: an element in focus is the focus of a particular proposition, which can be 
opposed to alternative propositions in which the focus is replaced by contextually relevant alternative 
expressions (Rooth 1985, 1992). Stress is used to mark two aspects of focus computation: (i) which element 
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is in focus, and (ii) the structural position in which contextually salient alternatives to the focus are inserted 
to generate alternative propositions.  
 In the normal case, these two aspects coincide. However, this correspondence is disrupted by 
postsyntactic inversion, as the position in which the inverted focus surfaces is not the position in which 
alternatives to the focus must be inserted. Rather, it is the position of another verb in the cluster. This means 
that there are conflicting requirements on where to place the stress. For example, if verb 1 is to be the focus, 
then in order to mark the element in focus stress should be placed on the second verb in the 2-1-3 cluster, 
while in order to mark the position into which alternatives should be inserted, stress should be placed on the 
first verb (since, if verb 1 is the focus, the semantic computation generates alternative propositions by 
replacing the highest verb in the cluster with alternatives to the focus). The same problem arises, mutatis 
mutandis, if verb 2 is the focus. 
 This situation can be contrasted with one in which the order of a focused element and part of its 
background is altered by syntactic movement. As movement never places an element in a position vacated 
by another element, it cannot create a situation in which stress marking on the focused element leads to the 
wrong position being marked as the locus for insertion of alternatives. 
 

6. Conclusion 
• Dutch has an alternation between 1-2-3 and 2-1-3 clusters. 
• This alternation has properties that contrast with those of other alternations, in particular the one 

between 1-2-3 and 3-1-2 clusters (with 3 a participle).  
o The rule that generates 2-1-3 clusters inverts two adjacent verbs, while the rule that generates 3-

1-2 clusters can displace 3 leftward across an arbitrary number of verbs.  
o The rule that generates 2-1-3 clusters comes with a lexical restriction: verb 1 must be the auxiliary 

hebben (or for some speakers zijn). The rule that generates 3-1-2 clusters applies to any 1-2-3 
cluster in which 3 is a participle.  

o There are morphological restrictions on the verbs in a 2-1-3 cluster. Verb 1 must be an infinitive, 
while verb 2 must be an infinitive, a finite plural verb (which is homophonous to the infinitive), 
or an uninflected modal. In contrast, there is no interaction between the morphology and the rule 
that generates 3-1-2 orders. 

o Focus on either verb 1 or verb 2 blocks application of the rule that generates 2-1-3 clusters, while 
focus placement does not interact in a similar manner with the rule that derives 3-1-2 clusters.  

•  While 3-1-2 clusters are derived syntactically, 2-1-3 clusters result from an operation of post-syntactic 
inversion, comparable with the unexpected placement of the coordinator -que ‘and’ in Latin (Embick 
and Noyer 2001), the coordinator aber ‘but’ in German (Weisser 2020) and certain second position 
clitics in Slavic (Halpern 1995). 

• If so, we can preserve the account of possible and impossible cluster orders in Abels 2016. 
 

Sources attested examples 
(6a): https://www.rostheater.nl/index.php/theater-en-musicalschool/jeugdtheaterschool/reacties (21.10.2022)  
(6b): https://vrijeacademiehetpad.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Nieuwsbrief-t-Pad-58.pdf (21.10.2022)  
(6c): https://tweakers.net/nieuws/30839/gsm-netwerken-binnens-en-buitenshuis-getest.html (21.10.2022)  
(6d): https://audiofreaksforum.nl/index.php?topic=43111.0 (21.10.2022)  
(6e): https://www.beautiful-saba.nl/the-road.php (21.10.2022) 
(6f): https://sites.google.com/site/avhollandiawebsite/archief (21.10.2022) 
(6g): https://www.doneeractie.nl/hond-en-mens/-56640 (21.10.2022)  
(6h): https://www.waarmaarraar.nl/pages/re/52256/Lelijke_mensen_mogen_zich_niet_voortplanten_vona.html 

(21.10.2022) 
(8a): https://www.uvva.nl/2020/05/29/deel-41-de-kers-uvva-o17-m/ (26.10.2022) 
(8b): https://mountainmadness.org/2010/09/ (26.10.2022) 
(11): https://www.proz.com/kudoz/dutch-to-german/medical-general/3237545-geacht.html (17.11.2022) 
(29a): https://www.bloggen.be/marathonner/ (1.11.2022) 
(29b): https://www.st-dad.nl/zwart-witte-kat-japie/ (23.12.2022) 
(35a): https://erasmuspeter.blogspot.com/feeds/posts/default (17.11.2022)  
(35b): https://bollenstreek.nl/dagje-uit/pretpark/pretpark-amsterdam/mooist-uitzicht-amsterdam-adam-lookout/ 

(17.11.2022) 
(35c): https://ichgcp.net/nl/clinical-trials-registry/NCT01579929 (17.11.2022) 
(35d): https://www.michawertheim.nl/2005/10/renie/ (17.11.2022) 
(38a): https://wereldfietser.waarbenjij.nu/reisverslag/2307416/verenigde-arabische-emiraten-2 (17.11.2022)  
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